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Overview

UN Peacekeeping operations are in a unique position to monitor flows of illicit arms and ammunition in their areas of operation. Systematic collection and analysis of data regarding matériel encountered by peacekeeping operations can enhance their situational awareness. It can provide important information about sources and supply chains of armed actors illicitly procuring arms and ammunition, as well as help in assessing capacities, intent, and geographical expansion of those actors. It can also make important contributions to the work of UN Panels of Experts monitoring arms embargoes.

This Briefing Paper reviews relevant aspects of UN peacekeeping operations— their mandates, relations with UN Panels of Experts, as well as different approaches towards monitoring illicit arms flows. The Paper presents case studies on the UN peacekeeping operations in Côte d’Ivoire and Mali. The Paper considers the scope for improving management of arms and ammunition by peacekeeping missions to prevent matériel from being lost or otherwise diverted.

This Briefing Paper concludes that UN peacekeeping missions could become substantially more involved in monitoring illicit arms and ammunition flows. This requires greater awareness and support for such work within the UN system and in its operations. This Paper’s findings are also relevant to efforts to monitor progress towards the UN Sustainable Development Goals, specifically SDG 16 and Target 16.4, which calls on states to significantly reduce illicit arms flows.

Key findings

- United Nations peacekeeping operations often remain unaware of their potential contribution to identifying and combatting illicit arms flows.
- A key factor in this regard may be a lack of awareness of the requirements of UN Security Council resolutions and other relevant obligations.
- Limited engagement in the monitoring of illicit arms flows can result in opportunities to identify and combat such flows going unused.
- Technical staff, either recruited by UN peacekeeping missions or if they are given access to matériel recovered by these missions, may greatly enhance capacities for the monitoring of illicit arms flows.

Introduction

The illicit flow of arms and ammunition contributes to destabilizing countries in which UN PKOs operate. Understanding such flows is a prerequisite for effective countermoves. UN PKOs are uniquely placed to assist in the identification and monitoring of these flows; in some cases, PKOs also have legal obligations to take certain actions to counter diversion. At the same time, few PKOs take advantage of their potential capacity to monitor illicit arms flows. This appears to be mainly due to a lack of awareness and understanding of the requirements of PKOs. In turn, this leaves unused an important tool that is available for identifying and eventually countering illicit arms flows.

This Briefing Paper first looks at the mandates of UN PKOs and at why missions and the troop- and police-contributing countries (TCCs and PCCs) that take part in them can make a significant contribution to the monitoring of illicit arms flows. The paper then highlights the relevant experiences of two UN PKOs with extensive experience in this field: Côte d’Ivoire and Mali. It concludes with a discussion of lessons learned and challenges faced.

Mandates of peacekeeping operations

The potential capacity of UN PKOs to monitor UN arms embargoes was raised in international negotiations on tracing illicit small arms and light weapons in 2005. The UN Security Council followed up on these discussions with generic resolutions in 2013 and 2015, outlining a framework for embargo monitoring by PKOs (UNSC, 2013; 2015a). In addition, Security Council resolutions providing mission-specific mandates sometimes contain language relating to the monitoring of illicit arms flows. Further, PKOs may engage in monitoring activities as part of operational needs to maintain situational awareness in conflict zones. PKOs are typically also explicitly requested to provide logistical and other assistance to UN Panels or Groups of Experts on embargo monitoring that operate in mission areas (see below). Indeed, the Security Council requested the Secretary-General to direct relevant PKOs and other entities to ‘provide the utmost assistance to the work of Panels of Experts in the “implementation and compliance monitoring” of arms embargoes (UNSC, 2015a, para. 28). Further, the Security Council has raised the potential role of UN PKOs in directly contributing to
combatting illicit arms flows. This includes providing assistance to host countries in tracing illicit arms (UNSC, 2015a, para. 4). The Security Council has also raised the possibility of assigning dedicated staff to UN missions to effectively monitor arms embargoes (UNSC, 2015a, para. 9).

Relations with UN Panels of Experts on embargo monitoring

There is continued interest in the issue of monitoring Security Council embargoes with a view to identifying how best such monitoring can be undertaken. In the UN system the primary tool for this is Groups of Experts or Panels of Experts (Panels). The Security Council mandates Panels to investigate and report on possible breaches of embargoes. As noted above, PKOs are requested to assist these Panels. Typically, this is done using an internal focal point nominated by the mission to support the Panel in terms of logistics for visits and in-country movements.

Assistance provided by PKOs to Panels can vary, however. In at least a few cases PKOs may also seek to distance themselves from the findings of Panels that accuse either host governments or neighbouring countries of potential embargo violations. Indeed, interviews with personnel of several PKOs suggest that missions may perceive embargo monitoring as an essentially political tool that will result in accusations (against the PKO) of potential wrong-doing—by either host governments or UN member states. PKOs may thus choose to curtail their further engagement in monitoring activities.

The converse of this reluctance is heightened engagement: PKOs may go much further in their support of Panels and, more broadly, the identification and monitoring of illicit arms flows. Specifically, PKOs may choose to monitor such flows to identify whether new materiel is arriving in conflict areas. This is separate from possible subsequent efforts to establish which actor or actors may be responsible for producing and transferring the material. PKOs may thus engage in monitoring without having to trace and establish responsibility for illicit flows.

Unique position of peacekeeping operations

The continuing presence of PKOs in relevant conflict zones can allow them to make strong contributions to the essential first step of collecting data on illicit arms and ammunition flows. For example, Panels typically have only limited time available during their one-year appointments to travel in conflict zones and acquire information on materiel used by embargoed actors. In contrast, PKOs often have a full-time presence in conflict zones. This can allow PKO teams to quickly mobilize after an armed clash to inspect battlefields and, if it is safe and secure to do so, document evidence left behind at these sites, such as fired casings of ammunition cartridges. Likewise, peacekeepers can document relevant evidence in cases in which they are the targets of attacks.

PKOs may also have opportunities to document and centralize information on illicit arms and ammunition in a variety of other situations. These can include the discovery of arms caches and the disarmament programmes of former combatants as part of disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) processes. Further, depending on the context, peacekeeping missions may access illicit arms and ammunition seized by national defence and security forces in armed conflicts or at crime sites.

It is important to note that, where PKOs document and centralize information on illicit materiel, they are not replacing Panel activities on embargo monitoring. Rather, PKOs can use their
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In this context, Libya was and remains an important source of arms
and ammunition for armed groups in Mali. This is especially true
with respect to anti-vehicle mines and mortar shells (including both
81 mm and 60 mm). Until 2016 investigators regularly documented
small arms ammunition coming from Libya that appeared in ‘waves’:
similar ammunition would be found for a couple of months, and
would then be replaced by other ammunition that was not previ-
ously present. These waves reflected the arrival of new shipments
for the various armed groups.

New sources

More recently, MINUSMA investigators can increasingly trace small
arms ammunition used by armed groups in Mali to states in the sub-
region other than Libya. Investigators have also documented various
supplies from the territories of West African coastal states. This mat-
eriel includes explosives for use in commercial mining operations
that terrorist groups use in the construction of improvised explosive
devices in Mali.

It is interesting to note that much of the more recently encountered
materiel was produced in recent years: MINUSMA investigators fre-
fquently encounter ammunition used by armed groups in Mali that
was produced in 2014 and 2015. Such ammunition was clearly
diverted after the crisis in northern Mali in 2012. Similarly, investiga-
tors traced commercial explosives recovered in an arms cache in
May 2017 to an export to a state in the sub-region in November 2016,
which means that the materiel was diverted within months of its
arrival at its original destination.

Collaboration with outside investigators

PKOs face constraints in the information they can share with non-UN
actors. It is important to note that MINUSMA is only one of several

actors in Mali involved in the collection and analysis of arms and
ammunition used by armed groups. Other actors include national
authorities, international armed forces, and the staff of specialized
non-governmental organizations.

In practice, collaboration between MINUSMA and outside investiga-
tors is indirect. MINUSMA alerts national authorities to the identifi-
cation of possibly embargo-violating materiel as part of its mandate
to assist them in combating illicit small arms flows. National authori-
ties have subsequently used this information as the basis for their
own requests to outside investigators to conduct tracing operations
designed to identify the last known point of the materiel in legal
possession. The findings of these tracing operations are then shared
with both national authorities and MINUSMA to assist in their mon-
toring activities.

Significance

Tracing diverted materiel is reactive: it typically deals with materiel
that has already been diverted. But monitoring illicit weapons
flows and identifying sources allow MINUSMA to complement its
understanding of the intent and capabilities of armed groups. In addi-
tion, they enhance MINUSMA’s understanding of the scope
of the activities of armed groups in the sub-region. Importantly,
these activities also allow national and international actors to
better target trafficking routes in efforts to disrupt armed groups’
supply lines.

Case study: rifles used by terrorist group Al Murabitun in attacks
on hotels and other locations

MINUSMA’s role in monitoring illicit arms flows is illustrated by
investigations into materiel used by the Al Murabitun brigade, an
armed group affiliated to al-Qaeda and operating in West Africa.
On 7 August 2015 assailants attacked a guesthouse in which UN
contractors were residing in Sévaré, Mali, killing eight people. One
assailant also died in a firefight with Malian soldiers who arrived on
the scene after the start of the attack. Al Murabitun subsequently
claimed responsibility for the attack.

Following the attack, MINUSMA documented an AKMS-pattern assault
rifle used by the assailant who was killed. The rifle was 7.62 × 39 mm
in calibre and produced in 2011 (see photo inset in Map 1). In collabora-
tion with Malian authorities, MINUSMA investigators established
that assault rifles of the model, producer, and year of production in
question were not part of the stockpiles of the Malian Defence and
Security Forces. In other words, there was a clear indication that the
rifle had been illegally trafficked into Mali.

This finding became even more pertinent after the recovery of
other assault rifles of the same model, producer, and year of produc-
tion following subsequent attacks in Bamako, Mali; Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso; Grand Bassam, Côte d’Ivoire; and in Gao, Gao
region, Mali. In all of the attacks the assailants used assault rifles
from the same initial illegal transfer to Al Murabitun. MINUSMA and
associated investigators could thus link the various attacks and
confirm that they had likely been centrally planned and facilitated.
These findings clearly demonstrated the capacity of Al Murabitun
to stage attacks not only in central and northern Mali, but in neigh-
bouthing countries as well. This allowed security actors to better
comprehend Al Murabitun’s capacities (see Map 1).
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Developing investigative leads
As noted above, MINUSMA and collaborating investigators assisted national authorities in establishing links among several terrorist attacks in the period 2015–16 (see Box 1). MINUSMA and collaborating investigators also assisted authorities in Mali and Burkina Faso in establishing linkages between several attacks in 2017. As with the earlier attacks, investigators were able to link assault rifles used in the attacks to a specific armed group. Notably, the rifles were linked to arms recovered in a prior seizure in Mali in early 2016. This demonstrated that the arms seized in early 2016 came from the same armed group stockpile as the arms used by assailants in the 2017 attacks, providing new investigative leads that were unlikely to have been otherwise explored.

Significance
Tracking the domestic distribution of arms and ammunition used by armed groups contributes to situational awareness regarding both the areas of operation and the identity of the armed groups responsible for attacks in Mali. MINUSMA’s work in this regard also assists national authorities in their own investigations. It directly contributes to building their nascent capacities for the identification and monitoring of illicit arms flows.

Case study: distribution of 2015-produced small arms ammunition in terrorist attacks
Since 2016 MINUSMA and collaborating investigators have repeatedly documented certain ammunition used in various attacks and associated incidents in central Mali. The collection of this ammunition—calibre 7.62 × 39 mm, produced in 2015—at specific attack sites allowed MINUSMA to tie it directly to Katibat Massina, an al-Qaeda-affiliated armed group. After determining that this ammunition was not used by any other armed group in Mali and was not in broader circulation in central Mali (it was not used in crimes or bandit attacks, for example), MINUSMA was able to gain greater insights into Katibat Massina’s procurement lines. MINUSMA’s discovery also provided investigative leads for national authorities linked to a range of assassinations of local authorities and religious leaders in central Mali that, prior to the finding, could not be linked to Katibat Massina.

Approaches to monitoring
PKOs approach the monitoring of illicit flows differently. While Security Council resolutions provide a framework for monitoring illicit arms flows, it is PKOs themselves that often decide on the specific structures and procedures they will use to accomplish this task. These decisions are based on identified needs and available resources, also taking into account the differing contexts in which PKOs operate.

For example, several PKOs—including the missions in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and the Central African Republic (CAR)—created ad hoc working groups that bring together different mission components to coordinate their efforts in relation to embargo monitoring.

Missions may also adopt ad hoc structures for specific tasks. In November 2013 the UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO) convened an assessment team to document materiel left behind by the M23 armed group in eastern DRC after the group withdrew from the area. One of the tasks of the MONUSCO team was to assess whether the materiel contained any evidence of states in the sub-region illicitly supplying M23.

Monitoring by UNOCI
UNOCI, which closed in June 2017, had an extensive mandate on embargo monitoring, including carrying out inspections.
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of the stockpiles of embargoed state actors in Côte d’Ivoire.21 Notably, UNOCI’s activities in this regard were strongly encouraged by the Panel of Experts on Côte d’Ivoire (CDI Panel): as early as 2005 the Panel urged the creation of stronger monitoring capacities within UNOCI, including recommending the recruitment of a consultant on embargo monitoring.22

Under this strong mandate UNOCI established the Integrated Embargo Monitoring Unit at its headquarters. This unit collated information collected by inspection teams throughout the country. The mission further strengthened its capabilities in 2011, appointing a technical specialist in identifying and monitoring illicit arms flows. This meant that UNOCI was not limited to collecting and sharing data only with the CDI Panel. Rather, the mission was able to proceed independently with preliminary analyses of whether the materiel it encountered suggested possible violations of the arms embargo.23

For example, UNOCI monitoring staff regularly screened materiel collected in disarmament programmes, noting models, producers, and years of production, among other characteristics. This screening allowed for the identification of various types of arms and ammunition whose presence suggested possible embargo violations. Thus, where materiel produced after the embargo of 2004 was encountered,24 it could be flagged as of possible interest from an embargo perspective. As noted above, these case files were then shared with the CDI Panel, which decided on possible follow-up. Without the monitoring unit’s work, the CDI Panel would arguably not have been aware of the presence of various materiel in the country.25

Monitoring by MINUSMA

Security Council Resolution 2253 and related resolutions established an arms embargo on certain terrorist groups (UNSC, 2015b). Some of these groups operate in Mali. In its resolutions mandating the operations of the UN Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA)26 the Security Council requested the mission
to assist the sanctions-monitoring team in the verification of the implementation of this embargo.27

MINUSMA, unlike UNOCI (see above), does not have a formal structure to monitor the arms embargo on terrorist groups operating in the centre and north of Mali. Despite the lack of a formal structure, staff with experience in embargo monitoring are supporting mission-wide efforts to document and centralize information on arms and ammunition used in terrorist attacks against MINUSMA or other targets. Collected data on materiel is systematically entered into a database, together with contextual information on the location and date of use, documentation of the materiel, and information on the presumed users of the materiel.28

In four years MINUSMA documented more than 600 military small arms and light weapons and more than 12,000 rounds of associated ammunition. The materiel was documented after its recovery in some 430 terrorist attacks, caches, and other incidents, including acts of banditry.29 The collected information was then compared against known stock of Malian defence and security forces. In collaboration with national authorities, MINUSMA staff have identified various materiel that was likely trafficked illegally into Mali from abroad (see Box 1). MINUSMA staff also track the in-country internal distribution of relevant materiel to identify the domestic supply chains of terrorist groups (see Box 2). As mandated, MINUSMA shares the information with the relevant Panel, as well as national investigative and judicial authorities.30

Beyond monitoring: improving mission management of arms and ammunition

While PKOs may make significant contributions to monitoring illicit arms flows, they themselves may also feed illicit markets if seized and recovered arms and ammunition are not managed adequately. Policies, procedures, and best practices around the management of recovered weapons by PKOs can vary considerably, and anecdotal information suggests that, in some instances, seized materiel may actually have re-entered illicit circulation. Furthermore, arms and ammunition that peacekeeping troops bring with them into mission areas—known as contingent-owned equipment (COE)—can be diverted if captured during attacks or lost due to poor management and lack of accountability. As research by the Small Arms Survey has shown, the problem of lost and diverted COE is much wider than previously understood, representing millions of rounds of ammunition and thousands of weapons.31

In January 2018 the UN published a handbook for DDR practitioners entitled Effective Weapons and Ammunition Management in a Changing Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Context.32 The Small Arms Survey, as part of its Making Peace Operations More Effective project, is assisting regional organizations that authorize peace operations to improve on current practices to prevent such losses.
which entered into force in 2017 (Kinshasa Convention, 2010).

Article 11 of the ECOWAS Convention and Article 22 of the Kinshasa Convention both require troops from the member states of these two regions to document in centralized sub-regional databases the small arms and ammunition they bring into and take out of mission areas (including their parts and components). The ECOWAS Convention contains a requirement that TCCs from member states:

(D)eclare to the ECOWAS Executive Secretary all the small arms and light weapons seized, collected and/or destroyed during peace operations on their territory and in the ECOWAS region (ECOWAS, 2006, art. 11.1.c).

Similarly, the Kinshasa Convention stipulates that:

(D)ata relating to weapons and ammunition collected during disarmament, demobilization and reintegration operations, shall be kept in the subregional database of weapons used in peacekeeping operations for a minimum of 30 years (Kinshasa Convention, 2010, art. 22.2).

At present these measures are largely aspirational. The Small Arms Survey is working with ECOWAS to establish and implement a reporting tool that would help start to make these provisions a reality.

Best practices and lessons learned

Experience demonstrates the feasibility of monitoring illicit arms flows by PKOs. Lessons learned include the need for systematic data collection and centralization. In practical terms, this may entail the collection of cartridge cases and other
evidence from sites of attacks against PKO personnel (where this is not done by national authorities). It may also require consistent efforts to adequately document arms and ammunition seized by PKOs or national authorities, or otherwise recovered from illicit circulation and use. Any such information that is gathered should be centralized to allow for the analysis and identification of trafficking flows and changes to them.

Collection and documentation efforts will greatly benefit if the trained personnel conducting them know how to record the information about arms and ammunition that is useful for the purposes of monitoring illicit flows. (This type of information is necessarily more detailed than, for example, the usual documentation required by DDR programmes.) The development of identification guides and baseline studies on materiel present in a country can be considered best practice in this regard. Maintaining a database on encountered materiel over a longer-term period (as MINUSMA does in Mali, for example) facilitates the identification of previously undocumented materiel and can assist in the identification of materiel that has only recently arrived in a conflict area.

A more comprehensive approach to monitoring can be provided in cases in which PKOs have staff who possess the technical knowledge required for the identification of illicit materiel and the experience to determine whether this materiel may reflect recent trafficking flows. If no such trained, experienced staff are available, PKOs may also consider (within the framework of their mandates) providing access to collected data to technical specialists from elsewhere in the UN system, or to specialized non-governmental organizations.

In the longer term it may also be useful to link different PKOs active in the monitoring of illicit arms flows in their areas of operation with a view to sharing knowledge and experience, and harmonizing data collection tools. This may assist in providing a broader picture of the illicit circulation of arms. It may also help inform sub-regional efforts to combat the illicit trafficking of arms and ammunition.

Challenges

There are a number of challenges to PKOs’ collection of data on illicit arms and ammunition flows. Practically, access to arms and ammunition of embarged actors can be difficult. Even the recovery of materiel following armed attacks can pose safety and security risks or require travel to remote and insecure locations. PKOs also face conceptual constraints. The lack of awareness within PKOs about the capacities required for identifying and monitoring illicit arms flows is one such constraint. The belief that—in the absence of explicit language authorizing such activities—PKOs lack the mandate for such work and that it should be left exclusively to Panels of Experts appointed by the Security Council can curtail collection efforts. As a result of these challenges, the general rule is that PKOs only rarely engage in the systematic documentation of arms and ammunition of embargoed actors, leaving unexploited their unique opportunities to identify and monitor illicit flows of arms, ammunition, and related materiel.

At the same time, some argue that PKOs may encounter difficulties if they do more than monitor illicit arms flows. PKOs may be comfortable monitoring any illicit materiel newly arrived in conflict zones—when it arrives, who is using it, and what might be learned from its distribution—but using this information as the basis of further investigation may raise other issues. Thus, if a PKO sought to initiate international tracing requests in an attempt to comprehensively document the transfer chains of materiel from its legal producer up to its point of diversion, it could face further challenges. For example, if producer states were unwilling to cooperate in such tracing operations the PKO leadership could become concerned about political backlash from states accusing the mission of ‘overstepping’ its mandate.

Even acknowledging the potential challenges posed by doing more, monitoring illicit flows—even without establishing exact points of diversion—can greatly assist PKOs in fulfilling their missions. Monitoring can improve situational awareness for PKOs, as well as assist national authorities in carrying out investigations and taking appropriate measures to disrupt illicit arms flows. Further, the case of MINUSMA suggests that PKOs can also benefit from information provided by outside investigators supporting national authorities through the conduct of tracing operations in relation to materiel identified as potentially representing embargo violations.

At present, the primary reasons that PKOs are not systematically including the monitoring of illicit flows in their activities are twofold. Firstly, there appears to be limited awareness within PKOs on how to identify and monitor illicit arms flows. Secondly, limited resources within PKOs may prevent the data collection and analysis activities that would be required for such work. Thus, the absence of technical staff that could assist PKOs to develop means and mechanisms that would allow them to better make use of their opportunities is the general norm for PKOs.

Conclusion: looking ahead

UN PKOs are uniquely placed to assist in the identification and monitoring of illicit arms flows. How they approach such monitoring may differ according to their specific mandates and circumstances. Experience suggests, however, that PKOs can make significant contributions in this area. A critical element in this regard is the availability of staff with adequate technical knowledge. Such staff can support mission-wide efforts at systematic data collection, centralization, and follow-up, whether by doing the PKO’s own analysis, forwarding the data to relevant UN Panels of Experts, or forwarding it to national authorities. Raising awareness of these possibilities within both the UN and its PKOs may help to build support and capacities for such work.

PKOs may also consider enhancing their monitoring capacities in areas related to arms trafficking that are pertinent to their mandates and contexts. For example, in Mali, it is not only illicit arms and ammunition that fuel armed violence, but also commercial components. For example, the vehicles armed groups use, whether to move around in conflict-affected areas or in attacks, improvised explosive devices, or suicide bombings, constitute a relevant area for monitoring. More broadly, monitoring illicit flows of arms and associated materiel can benefit from parallel investigations into the financing of embarged actors and, as relevant, trafficking in natural resources or related issues.

In a longer-term view, if more PKOs strengthen their relevant capacities, information sharing among such missions could generate greater understanding of illicit cross-border trafficking affecting the countries in which the PKOs operate. Dedicated staff in the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations (which manages PKOs at UN Headquarters level) could further support PKOs in strengthening their monitoring capacities, as well as centralize the data collected by missions to inform discussions at the headquarters level, and even among national stakeholders.

Further efforts within the UN system to strengthen the capacity of PKOs to monitor illicit flows of arms and associated materiel may require resources that are difficult to obtain. That said, even basic processes and a minimum of expertise in PKOs to improve the collection and analysis of information required for the
monitoring of illicit arms flows may go a long way towards better utilizing the unique position of PKOs to identify and assist in the design of measures to disrupt such flows and the violence they fuel.
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16 Author interviews with members of the UNOCI Integrated Embargo Monitoring Unit, Abidjan, Côte d'Ivoire, September 2013.
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25 Author interview with member of the CDI Panel, Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire, September 2013.
26 The acronym is derived from the French version of the mission’s name: Mission Multidimensionnelle Intégrée des Nations Unies pour la Stabilisation au Mali.
27 See, for example, UNSC (2016, para. 20(d)).
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29 Author interviews with knowledgeable sources in Bamako, Mali, October 2017.
30 The specific mandate can be found in UNSC (2017a, paras. 22(d) and 46).
31 See Berman, Racovita, and Schroeder (2017).
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34 Author interviews with knowledgeable sources in Bamako, Mali, October 2017.
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